
Below you will find a list of spelling practice suggestions that can meet a variety of needs, learning styles, and 

interest levels.  

        writing spelling words in the dirt or snow 

        using sidewalk chalk 

        writing words in playdoh 

        pouring rice or flour (or anything similar) in a baking pan and writing the words in that 

        flashlight words – use a flashlight in a dark room to spell out the words on the wall (adult partnering is 

usually helpful for this one) 

        use shaving cream on the counter and write the words in the cream  

        rainbow words – write the words 3 times in different colors on top of each other to make it look like a 

rainbow 

        jumping jack words – have an adult say the words then spell while doing a jumping jack for each letter 

        type the spelling words on a computer 

        finger spell the words on someone’s back, then have the parent repeat it to the student 

        Use pipe cleaners to create the letters to spell out the words (can be done with strings of yarn too) 

        Use magnetic letters to spell out the words 

        Paint the words 

        Use a paint brush dipped in water to create “water words” on a piece of paper, sidewalk, chalkboard, etc. 

        Use abc blocks to spell out words.  Letter tiles can also be made by writing letters on small squares of 

paper/cards and spelling letters out with the tiles. 

        Build words with legos 

        Use q-tips or toothpicks to create letters to spell out words 

        Write the alphabet on clothespins (one letter for each pin).  Clip the letters on a piece of board or paper to 

spell words 

        Spell words to a parent out loud while bouncing a ball to each letter (or could toss ball back and forth) 

        Rap the spelling of the words to a parent 

 

These are only a few possibilities.  There are many variations of practice techniques. 



 


